
The Wall Lift LIGHT is a motorized wall mount that is specifically designed for interactive 
flat-panel displays up to 86” in size. It provides 500mm of vertical travel, allowing for 

convenient height adjustment. The unit is shipped flat-packed for easy transportation 
and installation. It is equipped with a display mount with “pull & release” locking 

brackets, ensuring a swift and effortless mounting process for the display.
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Features
Minimum height 1049mm (Centre Screen)

Maximum height 1549mm (Centre Screen)

Colour Black/Grey

Maximum load 125kg approx

Mobile/fixed Fixed

Height adjustment Electric - 500mm

Bracket/interface Included

Type bracket/interface VESA

Range bracket/interface VESA pattern max. 800 x 600

Packing Units
Packaging dimensions 1320 x 270 x 220 mm

Packaging weight 27.8kg
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Statement
Size and weight vary by configuration and manufacturing process, please refer to the actual product. The product images are for 
illustrative purposes only and may slightly differ in appearance, colour, size, etc. from the actual product. The description, illustrations, 
etc. in this document may subject to change in accordance with the latest product specification and performance. Should the above-
mentioned change in the document become necessary, the document may be updated without written notice.
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